Variable reporting of results can influence quantitative reviews by limiting the number of studies for analysis, and thereby influencing both the type of analysis and the scope of the review. We performed a Monte Carlo simulation to determine statistical errors for three meta-analytical approaches and related how such errors were affected by numbers of constituent studies. HedgesÕ d and effect sizes based on item response theory (IRT) had similarly improved error rates with increasing numbers of studies when there was no true effect, but IRT was conservative when there was a true effect. Log response ratio had low precision for detecting null effects as a result of overestimation of effect sizes, but high ability to detect true effects, largely irrespective of number of studies. Traditional meta-analysis based on HedgesÕ d are preferred; however, quantitative reviews should use various methods in concert to improve representation and inferences from summaries of published data.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
The comprehensive review of findings across studies is important to hypothesis testing and informing future research. Meta-analysis provides a quantitative method for reviewing studies and has become increasingly important for synthesizing research in ecology and evolution (e.g. Arnqvist & Wooster 1995a; Poulin 2000; Brown & Silk 2002; Moore & Wilson 2002; West & Sheldon 2002) . One limitation of meta-analysis is its use and treatment of published studies with different analyses or approaches to reporting results. Some meta-analyses require that statistics used to measure the magnitude of relationships (known as effect sizes) are specified explicitly for each study. For instance, the commonly used metric for effect size, HedgesÕ d, restricts analysis to studies that have reported sample sizes, mean values and standard deviations or their surrogates (Hedges & Olkin 1985) . However, it is not uncommon to find variable reporting of these basic statistics in ecological literature . This variable reporting is not only because of discrepancies in quality of research (Englund et al. 1999; Gurevitch & Hedges 2001) , but also the result of editorial biases for brevity (Hunter & Schmidt 1990) , or even reporting ÔtastesÕ.
There is agreement that low quality studies should be excluded from analyses (i.e. studies that have flawed designs; . However, should all studies that do not fit precise requirements of statistical reporting be excluded from consideration? The aim of this paper is to address how variable reporting can affect numbers of studies included in analyses and the utility of various metaanalytical approaches.
Variable reporting of statistics can affect quantitative reviews in several ways. Overlooking studies that lack specific statistical information can decrease overall confidence in rejecting true null hypotheses (analogous to type I errors within studies, hereafter referred to as review type I errors or RTI). This problem is increased when moderator variables or covariates subdivide studies (Arnqvist & Wooster 1995b) . In particular, researchers may require representation at few to several levels of moderator variables (e.g. taxa, latitude, trait type, and/or publication date). The impact of exclusion of studies failing to report basic statistics is largely unexplored, but can potentially affect hypothesis testing when the number of studies remaining is small. There is evidence that studies excluded in such a manner are not more variable or more aberrant than studies included (Englund et al. 1999) .
It is also known that studies with low sample sizes contribute to larger error variances of effect sizes (also known as the funnel problem; see Light & Pillemer 1984) . Many studies in ecology and evolution have low sample size, where low replication may be a consequence of study taxon, complexity of study, or animal care issues (Møller & Jennions 2001 . Samples size limitations enlarge the probability of type II errors (accepting false null hypotheses). Several meta-analytical techniques attempt to control for within study type II errors. Researchers achieve this by correcting studies by their sample size, weighting studies during computation of mean values (to increase power of tests and precision of estimates; , and by not relying on actual statistical outcomes of studies (such as vote-count methods; Hedges & Olkin 1985) . However, meta-analysis does not correct for similar errors at the review level, which is dependent on the number of studies under study (also known as second-order sampling error; Hunter & Schmidt 1990) .
One way around second-order sampling error for quantitative reviews is to increase representation of studies. However, increased representation means relaxation of reporting criteria, and/or calls for access to unpublished research which increases representation and also addresses the file drawer problem associated with analysis on only the published subset of all studies (Arnqvist & Wooster 1995a; Møller & Jennions 2001) . If there is low power within studies (regardless of whether there are reporting deficiencies), then increasing the number of studies used for the analysis may increase the power of observing an effect should it exist. Inclusion of more studies also allows stronger homogeneity tests across studies (testing if studies are of comparable effect sizes; Hedges & Olkin 1985) . Homogeneity tests can help establish whether or not other moderator variables should be explored. Many important ecological and evolutionary questions may be addressed with alternatives to traditional meta-analyses (Englund et al. 1999) . For instance, researchers interested in pattern description across several taxa run into problems of mixing measures quantified with different statistics. As we describe below, using alternatives to traditional meta-analyses can allow for these types of broad generalizations, and may be the only choice in instances where many studies lack complete statistical annotation.
A fine balance must be met between restricting analyses to studies where variance estimates are provided and obtaining an accurate estimate of between study variance by including several studies. There are techniques available to include studies if those studies fail to report measures of variance (see . However, such studies are treated less precisely (i.e. fewer statistics quantify each study). For instance, the log response ratio (RR) (also known as lr or RR) is a flexible measure that requires only mean values , but can be expanded to include additional statistics depending on their availability (Gurevitch & Hedges 2001) . Models based on item response theory (IRT) are also less restrictive, using only sample sizes and a categorical gauge of experimental outcome (Hedges & Olkin 1985) . These gauges are not necessarily restricted to coarse dichotomous outcomes (e.g. significant or non-significant results, akin to vote-count methods; Lord 1980), but are flexible to fit particular research directions and/or various degrees of outcomes (e.g. significant effect, but not in the predicted direction; see van der Linden & Hambleton 1997). As there are fewer parameters needed, the estimate of effect size becomes coarser; thereby increasing type II error at the individual study level. However, analogous error rates at the review level (i.e. hereafter review type II or RTII errors) may decrease by including more studies.
Reviewers should base analyses on the largest number of studies available (Arnqvist & Wooster 1995b) . If the collection of studies is largely incomplete, then conclusions drawn from analysis are limited in scope. The focus of this paper is to examine how variable reporting can affect the utility of meta-analytical approaches that differ in criteria for inclusion of constituent studies. We review the various methods to calculate effect size (HedgesÕ d, RR and IRT) and examine their susceptibility to RTI errors, or likelihood of falsely concluding effects. We also assess RTII errors, or likelihood of failing to detect true effects. We achieve this by using a Monte Carlo study simulating the two extremes of potential effects (i.e. effect and noeffect), and then compare error rates of different metaanalyses that are similar or different with respect to the number of constituent studies.
M E T H O D S Estimators of effect size
We used three methods to calculate effect sizes for experimental studies: HedgesÕ d, RR, and a model based on IRT. We briefly cover each method, but for more detailed summaries of these measures and their derivations see Hedges & Olkin (1985) , Hedges et al. (1999) , and van der Linden & Hambleton (1997) .
Our first estimator of effect size is HedgesÕ d, which measures the difference between the control (c) and experimental (e) means in units of standard deviations, while correcting for small sample size bias (to avoid overestimating effect sizes when study sample size is low; Hedges & Olkin 1985) . It combines for each ith experiment, the mean values ( Gurevitch & Hedges (2001) . Grand mean effect across studies with respective 95% confidence intervals (CI) are calculated using the sample size weighted method (also known as d ++ ; see Hedges & Olkin 1985) . The advantage of using the weighted method is that studies with low sample sizes contribute less to effect size estimates.
The second metric used to estimate effect for each study is RR given by
Following Gurevitch & Hedges (2001) , the grand mean effect across studies was calculated using the unweighted average method (with the weights of each study equalling one) and the nonparametric weighted method [weighted by ðN There is also the parametric method for weighting studies (which weight studies by sample sizes and standard deviations; see Hedges et al. 1999) . However, we do not include a comparison of parametric RR because it has similar inclusion criteria as HedgesÕ d. The aim of our paper is to compare methods differentially influenced by variation in statistical reporting, thereby affecting the number of studies for analysis and thus affecting review level error rates. We focus our comparison with the unweighted RR (hereafter RR u ) and the nonparametric weighted RR (or RR w ), as these approaches are the least restrictive alternatives to HedgesÕ d. Analytical methods are not available to calculate variance for grand mean RR u and RR w . Thus the 95% CI around grand means were bootstrapped using the bias correction for small samples method (with 4999 iterations; Adams et al. 1997; Dixon 2001) .
Our final measure is based on the normal ogive model of IRT (Hedges & Olkin 1985) , which requires samples sizes and a response outcome (X i ) for each study. Responses can be any number of different research outcomes (van der Linden & Hambleton 1997), but for our purposes we assume that X i equals one, if a statistic testing differences between Y Y c i and Y Y e i (e.g., Student's t test) exceeds the critical value for that statistic (at the 0.05 significance level), whereas X i equals zero for all other cases. The grand effect across k studies is evaluated with
where studies are weighted byñ n i ¼ ðN is a symmetric matrix (where x and y equal k number of studies) containing )1 when x ¼ y (indicating the change of study outcome) and 1 when x " y (indicating no change). Variance and 95% CI were estimated using the large sample variance method (Hedges & Olkin 1985) .
Monte Carlo study
Our first approach is to construct plausible ÔstudiesÕ with sample sizes, mean values, and standard deviations as seen in real reviews, followed by a Monte Carlo simulation to estimate the RTI and RTII error rates of each approach to measuring effect sizes. In our first instance, the true effect in the simulated data was set to zero (i.e.
, whereas in the second instance the effect was set larger than zero (i.e.
Our simulation used the study as the unit of analysis to avoid several review pitfalls; such as non-independence, inflated sample sizes as a result of extracting several effect sizes from single studies, and/or the Ôapples-and-orangesÕ problem (averaging effects across dependent and independent variables; see Hunter & Schmidt 1990) . We also consider instances where some of the studies had incomplete annotation of results such that they could not be included in calculations of HedgesÕ d (e.g. standard deviations were not reported).
We begin by randomly generating sample sizes for controlled and experimental groups of each study, where N With these sample sizes, we first simulate a group of studies where the true effect was set to zero (no effect). ÔNo effectÕ data for each study (i.e. mean values and standard deviations) were calculated from replications generated as follows: Y With these data, effect sizes were calculated with HedgesÕ d and RR. IRT requires an additional statistic to quantify differences between each mean (e.g. experimental outcome X i ; see above). We used t-tests with unequal sample size to gauge these mean differences (following Zar 1984) .
Each study had samples sizes, mean values and standard deviations of control and experimental groups and an outcome of a t-test statistic. One thousand studies for each Ôno-effectÕ and ÔeffectÕ groups were simulated. From these studies, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 test studies were randomly sampled (1000 times with replacement) and had their grand mean effect size estimated using the three meta-analytical methods outlined above (with RR including both unweighted and weighted approaches). Such small sample sizes are warranted particularly for meta-analysis with moderator variables. For all cases, we measured whether the 95% CI of the grand mean effect size overlapped with zero (detecting no effect), or did not overlap with zero (detecting an effect). The probability for committing an RTI error is estimated as the fraction of tests that erroneously rejected the null hypothesis (from the Ôno-effectÕ group of studies), and RTII errors were estimated as the fraction that erroneously accepted the null hypothesis (from the ÔeffectÕ group of studies). Because of the way the studies were generated in the ÔeffectÕ group, significant studies are more likely to be sampled than non-significant studies. This sampling bias is a problem for HedgesÕ d, as it is known to overestimate effect sizes when only significant studies are observed (Hedges & Olkin 1985) . We corrected the bias in HedgesÕ d using the methods outlined in Hedges (1984) .
We also note that the appropriate comparison between effect size metrics is not with respect to the same numbers of constituent studies, but rather a comparison of RR and IRT based on more studies and HedgesÕ d based on fewer, perhaps far fewer, studies. This comparison reflects ÔreviewsÕ in which reporting criteria to calculate HedgesÕ d were underrepresented to varying degrees (i.e. because of missing standard deviations).
R E S U L T S Review type I error rates
The RTI error rates for effect sizes calculated by all three methods, indicated by the number of times Ôan effectÕ was detected when in fact it did not exist, decreased as the number of studies increased (Table 1) . Permissible RTI error rates are found below the 0.05 a-value (Zar 1984) . HedgesÕ d and IRT had similar error rates, each showing a substantial increase in accuracy with at least 15 studies (Table 1) , and achieved acceptable error rates at 15 and 16 studies, respectively (RTI for IRT at 16 studies was 0.031). RR u and RR w had lower error rates than either HedgesÕ d and IRT when 10 or fewer studies were analysed (Table 1) ; however, RR u and RR w still maintained error rates above 0.13 with 30 studies (Table 1 ; weighting RR by sample sizes of constituent studies only slightly improved error rates). This relatively high likelihood of committing an RTI error for approaches based on RR implies that this technique may overestimate effects, which will have implications for assessing RTII errors. Our next comparisons are based on the supposition that HedgesÕ d would have analysed fewer studies than either RR or IRT (because of excluding studies with incomplete statistical annotation). We found that when review sample sizes are low for HedgesÕ d (e.g. <15 studies), a complementary analysis with IRT (which would include studies excluded by HedgesÕ d) could increase the confidence of conclusions drawn from analyses. IRT can achieve acceptable RTI error rates (below 0.05) when analyses are based on 12.5-68.8% additional studies, otherwise excluded by HedgesÕ d. These results are not shown, but can be easily extrapolated from Table 1 where HedgesÕ d is based on five to fourteen of 16 available studies such that 2/16 ¼ 12.5% additional studies.
Review type II error rates
Again, precision of HedgesÕ d and IRT metrics increased in relation to the number of studies analysed (Table 1) . HedgesÕ d had much lower error rates than IRT for detecting true effect differences. IRT error rates gradually Variable reporting and meta-analysis 451 decreased as the number of studies increased, but still retained an error above c. 0.24 (Table 1) . IRT has difficulty in detecting true effects when within study type II errors are high (despite weighting studies by their sample size). Low precision of IRT to detect effects was the result of the coarse categorization of research outcomes based on statistical testing (Table 2) , where many studies were categorized as non-significant when having been assigned low sample sizes randomly, thereby resulting in low power (Table 2 ). These studies biased RTII error rates towards falsely rejecting true effects (Table 1) .
Note also that our RTII data set was constructed such that studies with null sample effects occurred. Inclusion of these studies should affect error rates when review sample sizes are low. RTII error rates of HedgesÕ d were sensitive to these studies (Table 1) , however both RR u and RR w showed the least susceptibility to RTII errors (Table 1) , where any analyses above five studies nearly always detected effects.
However, these error rates may be misleading. Unweighted results overestimate actual effects (inflating true null effects when they exist; Gurevitch and Hedges 1999) , and bootstrapped 95% CI are biased against detecting null effects when the direction of all study outcomes are in the same, non-zero direction as can occur randomly . The high RTI error rates of RR may give an indication of its propensity to reject null effects (Table 1) , which are further reflected in low RTII error rates.
D I S C U S S I O N
We designed our Monte Carlo simulation to explore the susceptibility of three meta-analytical procedures to errors at the review level analogous to type I and type II errors at the study level. The factors causing variation between studies were sampling errors and variation in reporting of statistics. We found that as the number of studies increased, RTI and Lord 1980) . Grand mean effect sizes are estimated by HedgesÕ d (d), item response theory (IRT), and unweighted and weighted log response ratio (RR u and RR w , respectively). The number of constituent studies sampled (k) from 1000 studies designed show no treatment effects (no differences between experimental and control groups), or show treatment effects (with true differences between experimental and control groups). RTI errors are based on the number of times 95% confidence intervals (CI) of the grand mean effect size did not overlap with zero effects, and RTII error on the number of times 95% CI did overlap with zero effects.
Table 2
The IRT susceptibility to within study type II errors (finding no effect when there is one; see Table 1 ) ), and power of unequal twotailed t-tests (as calculated in Zar 1984, p. 136) for groups categorized (X k ) as either above or below critical value of t-test at the 0.05 level. Medians (M) and inter-quartile and total ranges (IQR and R) are derived from 1000 randomly generated experiments (N) designed to have differences between experimental and control groups (see Methods) RTII errors decreased for the majority of meta-analytic procedures. Specifically, HedgesÕ d and IRT performed similarly against RTI errors, but IRT had difficulties in detecting effects when present (high RTII error rates). Error rates of RR u and RR w was slightly affected by the number of studies analysed; however, they generally had either low precision for detecting null effects or high ability to detect true treatment effects.
With specific reference to RTI errors, we found that the efficacy of HedgesÕ d was affected by exclusion of studies. In a recent meta-analysis, many more studies met the criteria for IRT than for HedgesÕ d leading to use of the former method (Lajeunesse & Forbes 2002) . In Van Zandt & Mopper's (1998) study, 70% more studies met the criteria for RR than for HedgesÕ d; however, both methods were used (see below). Earlier work combined with this study suggests that IRT could have improved error rates than HedgesÕ d, with respect to how RTI errors decrease with additional studies (see Table 1 ).
When accounting for RTII errors, HedgesÕ d retained greater ability to detect effects than IRT, even when IRT had analysed 30% more studies than HedgesÕ d (Table 1) . Both RR u and RR w appeared to have the greatest ability to detect true effects. However, such low error rates may be the result of the general propensity for RR to conclude effects when they do not occur (high RTI error rates; Table 1 ). Suggested acceptable RTII error rates for metaanalysis range from 0.2 to 0.25 (Cohen 1977; Hunter & Schmidt 1990) . IRT did meet the higher of these two acceptable rates, but only at 30 studies. IRT is inferior to HedgesÕ d or RR in detecting differences between test populations, because of constituent studies having low power and IRT being based partly on statistical outcomes (see Table 2 ). It is relevant that HedgesÕ d needs to be corrected as it overestimates effect sizes when significant studies are more common than non-significant studies (HedgesÕ d is monotonically related to t-tests; Hedges & Olkin 1985) . Similar statistical corrections have yet to be developed for RR and IRT.
The choice of an effect size metric is a decision of critical importance (Osenberg et al. 1999) . Each meta-analytical procedure has merits and faults. RTI and RTII error rates are two criteria that should affect choice of an effect size metric. In summary, HedgesÕ d has high within study precision (i.e. use of multiple statistics to quantify each study), yet these requirements also restrict inclusion of studies (which can be a problem with small review sample sizes). RR can be scaled to fit additional statistics, and is the most flexible of all procedures, but may require randomization procedures to estimate error variance, which makes the two sources of variance difficult to separate . Analytical methods are available for calculating variance for RR, but require a measure of variance within each study (i.e. standard deviations), thereby further narrowing its inclusion criteria (see Hedges et al. 1999) . IRT has simple requirements, but requires technical understanding, and is greatly affected by the type of measurement used to categorize each study (particularly true if these are coarsely gauged as significant/nonsignificant outcomes). These difficulties can be overcome by modifying IRT models to include more continuous categories of experimental outcomes (e.g. partial-credit models; van der Linden & Hambleton 1997). The utility of IRT is further augmented by its ability to include studies with different statistical approaches (e.g. reporting of nonparametric vs. parametric statistics). Weighted and unweighted RR have high RTI error rates and IRT has high RTII error rates. These effect size measures should perhaps be treated as analytical tools for directing research rather than viewed as hypothesis testing tools per se.
Use of these meta-analytical procedures is dependent on the goal of the review: to make conclusions specific to the studies reviewed, or to determine population parameters and ÔtrueÕ experimental effects. However, reviewers need not be restricted to a single approach. For instance, Van Zandt & Mopper (1998) corroborated results when testing for local adaptation in herbivorous insects. They used 10 studies where effect sizes could be calculated as HedgesÕ d, but also used weighted RR based on 17 studies. Using RR enabled a broader review of potential moderator variables affecting patterns of local adaptation in these insects. Also, this review examined whether conclusions drawn from across studies were sensitive to the inclusion of a study with a high effect size. Such sensitivity analyses are important when results are based on small review sample sizes. Recent development of meta-analytical packages like MetaWin allow reviewers to analyse studies with different effect size metrics (in addition to providing bootstrapping procedures; Rosenberg et al. 1997 Rosenberg et al. , 2000 . Using more studies would allow greater confidence for reviewers to draw inferences from analyses. The degree of concordance between two or more analyses could be informative regarding the strength of effect, or whether an artefact may have been included in less inclusive analysis (cf. Hunter & Schmidt 1990) .
The results of this study show how variable reporting can affect the confidence of review findings. We find that conclusions in reviews may be affected by the type approach used to synthesise studies, but are more affected by the number of studies analysed, and problems within studies (incomplete statistical annotation, low sample size, etc.). It is known that studies with null results are less likely to be published and are less likely to report all statistics (Hunter & Schmidt 1990; Arnqvist & Wooster 1995a; Møller & Jennions 2001) . Exclusion of inadequately reported studies may further bias analyses of published studies by contributing to the file drawer problem (see Møller & Jennions 2001) .
Methods have been developed to quantify the number of unpublished/unlocated studies of null effect (see Ôfail safe NÕ calculations; Rosenthal 1991). However, tests for assessing the effects of variable reporting have yet to be developed. A common suggestion to remedy this problem is for authors and editors of journals to be more rigorous in reporting study results . However, many reviews are also based on historical data (using studies based in different reporting practices and/or different editorial requirements), particularly those determining whether effects show a temporal component. These studies may have important merits such as providing, by their inclusion, greater representation across moderator variables of interest. Researchers preferring more rigorous approaches should routinely give an indication of how many studies were excluded, as a result of not fitting requirements of specific meta-analyses. It is important to understand the numbers of studies (un)available for analysis, or the degree to which certain variables of interest are underrepresented to inform future research. Such information will help researchers address ÔgapsÕ in the literature (cf. Lajeunesse & Forbes 2002) or perhaps influence policy on reporting standards.
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